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comment

Presumably anyone reading this survived
the late June/early July heat wave. Of
course if it carries on until the time this
goes to press we may be mailing this out to
thousands of puddles of goop.

H

          
              
              
            
The summer is well and truly here, and I fully expect all of
you will be taking your July or August edition of FMJ on holiday
for a bit of poolside reading… Sun, sea and sustainability
articles are just what the doctor ordered. Genuinely, we do
have a sustainability feature in this month’s mag.
              
history of the facilities manager before anyone thought of
inventing the job title. An article peering into the future and
asking whether CAFM and mobile technology could hasten the
           
machines will make everyone completely redundant in the
next 90 seconds. Approximately. We ask our panel of industry
          
out which service provider best suits their needs.
Finally, just in case you hadn’t heard enough about it, we
bring you a full round up of the Facilities Show from London’s
ExCeL.
!"#$    $%
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 Next Month
In the August edition of FMJ we will bring
you features explaining how to manage your
energy output so it is both environmentally and
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IN MY VIEW

UK BUSINESSES FAILING TO
ADAPT WORKPLACES TO MEET

MODERN DEMANDS
David Ward, managing director of Ward Security

SECURITY MUST REMAIN A
CONSTANT IN THE EVOLVING
WORKPLACE
The increasing use of mobile working, remote
working, hot-desking, and job sharing means
that in many cases, organisations exist as
‘central locations’ or bases that employees
visit only when they need to. While working
habits change, and the actual layout of the
workspace adapts to accommodate new
ways of working.
     
and constant number of users, each in a
predictable physical location, managing
the security of that site is somewhat easier
than when people are coming in and out,
working from different areas, and where
you can never know from day to day who is
on site, where and when. The opportunities
for intruders are much greater, and
consequently the challenge for security is
also much greater.
The traditional security stance put in place
in the old days may simply no longer be
adequate in the modern work place.
Facilities managers have their work cut out
to adapt the workspace for modern working
methods. Cyber security in particular has
been a major focus in recent years. But
while a great deal of thought and resource
has been expended on IT security, modern
working habits are opening up whole
new areas of physical vulnerability for
organisations. Cyber security is all well and
good but it’s all for nothing if somebody can
simply walk onto site unnoticed and sit at a
computer workstation to achieve their goal.
As the workplace continues to evolve, the
application of physical security also needs to
evolve in parallel with online security.

Ward Security
t: 0845 872 1327
www.ward-security.co.uk
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In Search of Better Workplaces is the result of a three
month online conversation launched in February
whereby professionals from sectors
including facilities management,
human resources, IT, architecture
and workplace productivity
joined forces to help identify
major barriers in creating better
) !$&    !
driving productivity and job
satisfaction and promoting best

practice.
The report reveals that many organisations are
struggling to cope with the systematic changes that
workplace modernisation requires; particularly large
organisations with very ingrained working culture
and organisational structures. View the full report
here www.cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/research/betterworkplaces.aspx

Government to legally protect the term ‘apprenticeship’
The government has announced that the term ‘apprenticeship’ is to be legally protected through the Enterprise Bill.
Since 2010, over two million apprenticeships have been created to help establish the UK as the fastest growing
economy in the G7. By protecting ‘apprenticeships’ in law the government aims to strengthen their reputation, help
working people and ensure that apprenticeships are recognised as a career path to higher education. Any misuse of
the term to promote low quality courses will provide the government with the power to take action.
Also enshrined in law will be the government’s commitment to creating three million apprenticeships by 2020.
This will be helped along by public sector body targets which will be set to for schools, hospitals, prisons and police
forces to take on more apprentices, and create opportunities for young people to get on.

ISS STRENGTHENS ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
Global facility services provider
ISS is implementing a new and
strengthened organisational
structure which will enable
the business to focus on key
customers and its global
corporate clients.
As part of the new structure,
which will become effective as of
1 September 2015, two new roles
will be created.
A new global chief operating
officer role will drive customer
retention and the delivery of
operational excellence to key
account customers in partnership

with the regional
and country
organisations
and a new global
chief commercial
officer role will
drive commercial
capabilities, new
sales and key
account customer
growth with a focus
on regional and
global sales pipeline.
To increase the focus on the
Americas as a strategically
important market, a dedicated

Americas region comprising both
North America and Latin America
is being established.
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SODEXO RECOGNISED AS
LIVING WAGE SERVICE
PROVIDER
Sodexo UK and Ireland has become a
formally Recognised Service Provider by
the Living Wage Foundation.
Sodexo employs 34,000 people in the
UK and Ireland. The firm will implement
the UK and London Living Wage for all
employees working in its head offices
in London, Glasgow, Stevenage, Leeds,
Salford and Swindon.
The commitment also means that
Sodexo will, wherever permitted,
submit a Living Wage alternative in all
its bids and will promote the adoption
of the living wage to its clients. In the
last year more of Sodexo’s new and
renewed contracts have been negotiated
to include the Living Wage for all
employees.
The current UK Living Wage is £7.85
an hour and the current London Living
Wage is £9.15 an hour.

MOUNT CHARLES AND RMS
GROUP JOIN FORCES IN
NEW SECURITY VENTURE
The Mount Charles Group and security
systems provider, RMS Group Services
have launched a joint security company,
RMS Security Services in a move to
diversify their offering. Headquartered
in Belfast, the company provides man

SUSTAINABILITY
POLICIES
HINDERED BY
INCREASING
CONSTRAINTS

DATES FOR THE

4

www.rwmexhibition.com
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Despite sustainability pledges featuring within
all of the political manifestos this year, the survey’s
response from business appears muted, with
40 per cent of respondents saying they thought
their organisation was ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ at
implementing sustainability, compared to over half
(60 per cent) last year, and 43 per cent in 2013.
The decline coincides with a reported increase in
      %:  
constraints were highlighted by 80 per cent of
  !   ~ 
cent) and a lack of organisational engagement
(69 per cent) were the next most commonly cited
obstacles, requiring organisations to sharpen their
focus and modify their sustainability strategies
      6 $
sustainable business practice.

guarding, key holding, response and
patrol, high value property escorts,
close protection and CCTV monitoring
services and has already secured a
number of important contracts.

CROWN WORLDWIDE
ANNOUNCES NEW
OFFICE DESIGN AND
FIT-OUT BUSINESS
A new brand, Crown Workplace
Relocations has been launched by
Crown Worldwide to assist businesses
that are relocating or refurbishing
offices create a more modern and
efficient work environment to
support growth.
Drawing on the group’s 50 year
heritage of providing HR, IT and
business services and in particular
combining its expertise in information
management with innovation in
the workplace, Crown Workplace
Relocations will include services such
as work place consultancy, design,
space planning project management
and relocation.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

RICS LAUNCHES
SIX NEW FM CASE
STUDIES
$ 2  #    /  
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The case studies
which cross a
number of strategic
FM issues including
procurement,
innovation,
technology,
sustainability, talent
management and
health and safety,
provide practical
examples of the best practice outlined
in RICS’ Strategic Facilities Management
(FM) Guidance Note, and are aimed at
$     
business to companies both large and small.
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Hilton London Wembley
www.forumevents.co.uk

SEPTEMBER 2015
15-17
2& NEC, Birmingham
OCTOBER 2015
06-11
3+ /   &%
NEC, Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com

OCTOBER 2015
07-09
#4 &  & % 
/  5 6 789;
Colorado Convention Center, Denver,
Colorado, USA
www.worldworkplace.ifma.org

OCTOBER 2015
12
'# 4  789;
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.bifmawards.org

NOVEMBER 2015
03-04
/#')6 '      
/   6   
QEII Centre, Westminster, London
www.cibse.org/cibse-conference-2015

NOVEMBER 2015
09-13
& %  &%
Tours involving some of the UK’s most
innovative workplaces, London
www.workplaceweek.com

NOVEMBER 2015
11-12
66< = 6     6   
ExCeL, London
www.emexlondon.com

JANUARY 2016
25-26
         
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.forumevents.co.uk

FEBRUARY 2016
24
/#')6 '      
4  789>
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.cibse.org/bpa

APRIL 2016
26-27
1   #(   6    789>
Olympia, London
www.stepex.com
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GLOBAL FM

ISS FRANCE RECEIVES CSR
AWARD FOR ITS DAYTIME
WORKING POLICY
$                -6 .  
  E7888              
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during daytime hours.
Since the implementation of a ‘strong daytime policy’ in the region two
years ago, more than 150 employees have converted to working continuous
 $ $~!    !  ) 
 %

KTH ACQUIRES
51 PER CENT OF
SERVEST GROUP
Investment holding company, Kagiso Tiso
Holdings (KTH) has acquired a 51 per cent
shareholding in Servest Group.
Servest which provides integrated
facilities management solutions to more
than 6,500 clients across 24,000 sites in
South Africa, with key markets in East,
West and Southern Africa as well as the
- / $  $ 
proposition, consistent with KTH’s
strategy of becoming an emerging panAfrican investment champion.
In South Africa the deal provides
Servest with an advantage over other
large facilities management
companies, with over 51
per cent black ownership,
under the new revised Black
Economic Empowerment
(BEE) codes which came
   %

PAINT TO BE PROUD OF

CIDB AND BIFM JOIN FORCES TO
DEVELOP FM PROFESSION IN MALAYSIA
$ /   #  0(
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BIFM CREATES AFRICAN REGIONAL GROUP IN NIGERIA
A new regional community group has been created by the
British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM) to support
its members based in Nigeria and the wider facilities
management profession in the region.
The new group will provide Nigerian BIFM members with
  )  !   )  
    !         & %
The Committee will be responsible for representing BIFM in Nigeria and developing a range of ways to support
the growing community of facilities management professionals and organisations based in the country,
including recruiting new members, promoting best practice and organising seminars and events.

JLL scoops top prize at Global FM Awards
Commercial and residential property services company, JLL has scooped this year’s coveted Global FM Award
& $   : $ >      $ %
JLL, whose entry was submitted through the British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM), focused
    $ #:     $   $ $  &   
to embrace all learning activities within JLL and which are linked globally so the organisation can share and
collaborate on the training delivered all over the world.
JLL had been awarded Highly Commended at the 2014 BIFM Awards in the Learning and Career
Development category.
The Global FM Awards focus on promoting the strategic value and progression of facilities management,
and look to assess: innovation, advancement of FM, corporate outcomes, contribution to Global FM’s mission
and leadership in FM operations.

WE’RE PROUD
OF OUR PAINT,
YOU’LL BE PROUD
OF THE RESULT.
www.johnstonestrade.com

At Johnstone’s Trade we are committed to progressing product performance. We specialise in high performance trade paints,
woodcare products and performance coatings. We pride ourselves in going above and beyond to ensure we exceed your expectations.
Contact us on 01924 354354 to ﬁnd out more.

Johnstone’s is a brand of PPG Industries
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JUDGING FM
How do organisations across the legal, media and private banking sectors
                
                 
!    "  !      #
Compare this to the experience of
)   =  
media company where the bustling
atmosphere is complemented by the
latest funky furniture, whacky art and a
   %!    
of the spectrum, imagine walking into a
& )
6   %
4     
 % & 
  )$!$ 
company and private bank and
  &      
to facilities management, because
        
 
expectations. What is similar is that the
service provider must shape the service
     "     ( 
delivery and guest experience to the
   #   
 #   =  $ %
       
B$ $  
(     
businesses are turning to the hotel and
        
 (   -     G K hospitality sector to gain an insight
into how guests – building users, be
   (      % .
    &
'        
should be treated while they are on the
    %N 0   
premises. Firms are working hard to not
          N 0
just meet guests’ physical needs but
   %     N 0
also to respond to and anticipate their
         
emotional needs.
         
This guest experience is vitally
It is not surprising that lawyers are
$$! 
$ !    & & 6
      $ K 
star service in their workplace, since the
its brand and culture. By delivering
law, alongside medicine, has always
 =     
been the most elite of the traditional
   !$    
professions. Indeed, walk into a
itself from the rest in a very competitive
B $       
market place. Firms can even arguably
& ) & 6 = 
hotel. There might be a small reception win and retain, or lose, business and
       %
area with a warm, intellectual feel,
Lawyers love to entertain clients.
=        !
A partner might invite a client in to
Impressionist paintings on the walls,
discuss their case over lunch in the
:   K  
     %4 $
of today’s broadsheets and law and
  $     invite a potential new client in to the
latest seminar or debate on an industry
accessible through tablets.

P

issue. They might even invite a client
to drop in to use the facilities, even
when they don’t have a scheduled
meeting. The FM service has to be
geared up to warmly welcome these
visitors at every point in their journey
    %4   #
  $    
through a member of the FM team:
a receptionist, a security guard, a
telephonist or the concierge. And they
will meet several members of the team,
such as housekeepers and catering
!       
 $%"   ! 
gatekeeper of the client’s brand, FM
     $# 
undermine it.
FM also has to be sensitive to the fact
$   $    
billable hours. Time is money. Lawyers
may urgently need to print out an
important document and don’t have
the time, or the patience, to make a call
    ) = 
the printer ink be changed, then wait
around for it to happen some time later
that day.
   $
get their guest experience absolutely
right is guest experience mapping and
transformation training. The former
sees the facilities team walk through
&       
interact with guests), from outside
the building, to meet and greet, to a
meeting room, to lunch, to communal
 ! ! !   %"
way, the facilities team experiences it
all from the guest’s perspective. There
 6    *  !
and everyone on the team takes part in
       %
Transformation training encourages

facilities colleagues to ‘own’ any guest
 = %4  $
in a legal environment where partners
expect a personal, responsive service.
Each colleague therefore has the
      $) 
decisions, and act, without having
to refer to a manager. Since partners
like a personal approach, facilities
colleagues are also trained in how to
build relationships with partners, and
other guests, and to remember their
preferences. Some partners might like
to have their papers printed and bound
  % $) 
&   )  
time. Colleagues are also coached
in how to be resilient in the face of a
challenging situation such as informing
a partner that his meeting room of
choice is fully booked.
As a result of these initiatives,
facilities colleagues are proactively
taking ownership of even the spaces
that they are just passing through.
>&   $ 6) 
set up a meeting room for a beverage
 & !     
!    $)
a client has vacated a meeting room
  =     !
      
reception team are currently busy, and
much more.
In recent years, a number of law
$ 7 B    
have moved into new buildings that
have a more contemporary look
and feel. Arguably, in these spaces,
  $  $   & 
guest experience becomes even more
important. An otherwise aloof, distant
 $ 6) 
 
transformed into a warm, welcoming
and personal one.
4    6 &$ 
challenges commonly found in law
$%' $    
literally tonnes of paper documents in a
year, storage is a constant pressure. The
FM may be tasked with introducing or
$    &  $!
and many FMs can take credit for
introducing electronic applications to
capture data, which has reduced paper
volumes. And the most important FM
duty of all in a legal environment?
Arguably it’s facilitating any late night
  =  $ %B  )
into the small hours of the morning,
and they need fuel to do so.
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Mitie has been appointed by London & Quadrant (L&Q)
Housing Trust to deliver internal planned refurbishment
works within its London housing stock.
The appointment forms part of a four-year framework
worth up to £8 million per annum, which will see
Mitie’s planned works team carrying out kitchen
and bathroom installations along with other internal
improvements.
Incentive FM has been has been awarded a two-year
contract extension with Monsoon Accessorize following
a successful three-year partnership which has seen

HOCHIKI PROTECT THE MAGNA CARTA
4    O77        Q  /  1 %     ,  
2S )   (   "               
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KIER JV ON
TRACK FOR HS2
© BSS Ltd MoD PA Wire

INTERSERVE PREFERRED
MILITARY BIDDER
International support services and
  !"  &  
named as preferred bidder to build a new
 66 6$   
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 7  +7' 
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$         
with the alteration and refurbishment of
 D "" ' 3! 
4         
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The new clinical rehabilitation centre
for the armed forces will improve and
advance treatments already provided
*   & 6$ $  
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Kier has announced a Joint Venture
(JV) partnership with Carillion and
> !    
$*    
to bid on contracts to support the
 &  &   -/#3
Speed 2 (HS2) rail project.
All three companies have
     ! !
 !  
maintenance of railway networks
across Europe.
Kier is a major delivery partner
 7* !
>  #   
* !  &  
  $*   
projects across the UK. Carillion
has delivered numerous major rail
   *  6
term rail maintenance contracts in
 -/!     
and maintenance of Channel Tunnel
B)3'
!   
 !>    
  :  
:& : <  : 
B * ! >  #
 
* ! 
is due for completion in May 2017.

Incentive FM support Monsoon at its Head Office in
Notting Hill Village, West London.
Under the terms of the total facilities management
contract, Incentive FM is responsible for self delivering
a full range of onsite services including reception,
helpdesk, security, office cleaning, day janitors,
grounds maintenance, waste management and mail/
couriers.
The sports, leisure and hospitality division of Compass
Group UK & Ireland, Levy Restaurants UK has signed a
five-year events and retail catering services deal with
Weston Park, a stately home on the Staffordshire/
Shropshire border.
The contract, worth almost £5 million will see Levy
Restaurants UK deliver all events in the mansion,
ranging from weddings to corporate meetings and
private parties, along with management of the venue’s
Granary Grill & Deli a restaurant and café offering lunch,
dinner, excellent coffee, cakes, snacks and light bites,
all year round.
Hunter Real Estate Investment Managers has awarded
site services partner, Elior a five-year deal to create and
manage a new food and retail concept at the 433, 637 sq
ft Exchange office complex in Salford Quays.
The contract, which forms part of the £10 million
refurbishment of the Exchange Quay site to upgrade its
six office buildings to Grade A specification, will see
Elior work with the site’s project team AA Projects and
Keppie Design to create a vibrant working area for both
occupiers and visitors.
Liverpool based facilities management and
refurbishment company, Vivark, has been awarded
contracts with two Knowsley Parish Councils to manage
maintenance activity at Halewood’s Eaton Street Park
and Prescot’s King George V Playing Fields.
Vivark, part of the First Ark Group, will cover the
extensive grounds maintenance activity across the two
spaces including landscaping, emergency response,
accident investigation and repairs, as well as litter
picking and graffiti removal.
B&M Waste Services has commenced a new contract,
cleaning and maintaining the drainage network across
the West Berkshire Council region on behalf of Volker
Highways.
The deal which is valued at £295,000 will extend for a
minimum period of eighteen months.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
IS EVERYONE’S RESPONSIBILITY
Providing and maintaining a safe working environment in all sectors is challenging, none more
                        
    $%              !   
working environment is safe for all

H

ealth and safety may have an
undeserved reputation as an
area of little strategic importance
within the larger business setting;
however its correct implementation
is paramount to ultimate success.
If procedures are not followed
correctly and an accident occurs it
becomes the central focus of all. It
is therefore so much better to have
in place a robust health and safety
regime that covers every aspect of
the working environment.
By following a few dos and don’ts
a business can ensure its employees
are working in a safe environment and
accidents are avoided.

 &  = $ ::> 
  $   =  %
-   )  
to avoiding them.
“Accidents in the workplace don’t
just happen; there’s always a reason,”
explained George Nelson, head of
facilities management and services
at Clugston FM. “For example, there
may be a lack of safety management,
planning and control, dangerous plant
or equipment or a lack of training.
“By carrying out a thorough risk
assessment you can identify the risks
and then put a safe working plan in
 %4 $   & 
aims are realistic and achievable and
everyone understands its importance.”

TAKE TIME TO BE SAFE
Make sure you know what you’re doing.
It may sound too basic to mention but
#       %
Depending on the work task, from
safe handling of chemicals to working
at heights, there will be a number
     %> 
task will require risk assessments,
employees may have to wear personal

ALWAYS WORK TO YOUR RISK
ASSESSMENTS AND REPORT
ANY ACCIDENTS
Once a risk assessment has been
completed it’s important that it’s
implemented correctly. Adequate
training should be given to employees
regarding their role and the risks
involved and they should receive
instruction and guidance to enable
them to complete the job safely.
Accidents should always be reported
and investigated thoroughly. It is
only by having a clear overview of
the hazards that a safer working
environment can be created.
“By reporting and investigating all
accidents we can identify the cause
or contributing factors and avoid
recurrence,” explained Nelson. “If
there is an accident the health and
safety precautions have fallen short
in some way. It is imperative that

lessons are learned and the results of
investigations are communicated to
the whole team. However, it’s not just
accidents that should be reported,
near misses can also alert us to
potential hazards.”

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT IS IMPORTANT
" )  * 
be controlled in any other way, such
as limiting the noise emitted by a
$  ! ::>$  &

 %4   $    
  ::>    )!
such as safety visors to protect the full
face from chemical splashes and safety
goggles to prevent dust, vapours or
gases entering the eyes. Respiratory
 !  $ !& 
 & 6 &   
purpose and should be worn correctly.
::>
 $ 
       & 
correctly. Whether it’s a helmet to
protect your head or steel capped
safety boots to protect your feet or
   6  ::>  
for protection, giving you the last line in
defence,” said Nelson.

ELECTRICITY CAN KILL
It’s everyone’s responsibility that
electrical installations and equipment
are used safely. Although an everyday
   ! )  !
electricity is still a potential killer with
it posing danger through shock, burns,
   %
“There are some common electrical
hazards to look out for, many of
them simple to spot, but also easy

to overlook. Damaged equipment,
such as cables and sockets, should
be reported and replaced. Watch out
for non-standard repairs, including
taped joins and the tell-tale signs of
burn marks or scorching that indicate
appliances may be overheating,”
added Nelson.
“Of course, all electrical appliances
should be checked annually and a log
of all equipment kept up-to-date.”

MINIMISE FIRE RISK
In any facility there is the potential for
 !$$ )  %
Keep areas clean and tidy, dispose of
     ) K$$ 
material in a proper storage cabinet
  =  K$$ #
    %
In addition to these general
guidelines consideration should also
be given to the use and storage of
potentially hazardous items, such
as compressed gas cylinders.
These should always be kept in a
safe condition.
“There are several dos and don’ts
with gas cylinders. They should
always be kept upright and in a secure
storage area with the correct warning
  %    
gas cylinders, such as fuel gas and
oxygen, should be segregated. Failure
to handle gas cylinders correctly can
have disastrous consequences for both
people and property,” Nelson warned.
By understanding health and safety
requirements, conducting a thorough
risk assessment and implementing
correct procedures a safe working
environment can be provided for all.
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FAST FACTS

Mobilising to success
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

%                
   !       ! ! 
   $&! %     ' *  
*     !    * 
    !     !      
Establish a common goal & build a
trusting relationship
Good trusting relationships are key
 

    
relationships/teams don’t just happen.
       
        
toward the establishment of team
goals and, ultimately, a smooth
     
       
      
shared team goals, rather than one
       

         
     !    
   
" #     
 
 $        
         
      %
         
        
solution and manage it in a way that no
      
       
    
         

  &  '    
         '
        
team will pull together to manage the
        
  
"     &   '
deal with any potential issues when
         &  
&        
    # 
Invest in the planning & project
management
"    '    
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   &   
(         
on people, so it’s important to think
    
        
          
)    !
*       
     &  
mobilisation manager to take the lead,
  '   
      *   
      
simply won’t work.
(       
manager will be responsible for
  '    
  '     '
          
    +   

   '      
         
  '      
  '   &     
        
What has organisational culture got
to do with mobilisation?
-      
  !  

       
      
Partnerships formed during mobilisation
    7: 

    '  
      '  
       
        
        
      
    ;
» <       
       
» =      
  >   
Engaging with the whole team
"           
important element of a mobilisation, so
it’s essential to get it right…
(     &
  '    
 
        
important to engage with the team as
early as possible so that they feel part of
   %   

  )       
&   &    
      
?  $       

the transfer of a team from the outgoing
      *  
       
organisation until the date of transfer, it
is important to engage with them well
        
     
"
       ) 
     ' 
     > 
          
     '     
   
Involve the people experts
:     
 
         
       
    &    
          '
     
@     '   
     '
   &   
opportunities. Yes, there are the legal
   "BC  

       
      
 '     
opportunities ahead.
D    &  E<H 
      
transition by helping to identify any skills
gaps and making sure the right people
 
'      
       
You need a post-mobilisation team
      
 >      
         
       
 &   &   
It’s important to ensure the
         
         
 &   &   " 
         
           
       
You need to maintain visibility
        >
        
 >   *    
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Global Leaders in FM and Property
Management Software – Put Yourself in Control
The Complete Solution for all Estates and Facilities Teams
Whether you’re an internal workforce or you’re
managing multiple buildings over a large geographical
area, Qube Global Software provides an end-to-end
view in real time, putting you in total control of your
estates management processes.
Used in more than 300 organisations across industry,
commerce, the NHS and public sector Qube Planet is
available on premise or in the cloud.
Plus our Qube Planet Mobile App – available on Apple
and Android smart phones and tablets – provides
you with the capability to operate a truly mobile
workforce.

“Qube Planet has given our management team
better control… it’s intuitive, easy-to-use and offers
comprehensive functionality that covers the full range
of FM management requirements.
“The people at Qube Global Software have also been
great…all the help they have provided us with, from
the initial implementation meetings to the ongoing
day-to-day support, has ensured we are able to take
full advantage of Qube Planet’s capabilities.”

For more information about Qube Planet,
the complete solution for all estates and facilities teams.
info@qubeglobal.com www.qubeglobal.com +44 (0)20 7726 3200
Used in: Healthcare | Education | Government | Industrial | Office | Leisure | Travel

Andy Oldershaw, Director at AMPM
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This week we ask our
panel of experts: With
sales and business
development people
always insisting that
 "     
    ,   
   "   
service provider best suits
their needs?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
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THE END-USER’S VIEW
D-'4BB!
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER
GROUP AND THE UK HEAD OF
FACILITIES AT KPMG
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Guy Stallard
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THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
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EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
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THE COACH'S VIEW
"/>+4"'3!
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER KENTISH AND CO
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Selecting FM software is
only part of the solution...
...the vital element is
 
  
What makes Service Works & QFM Software stand out from the crowd?

software

A range of
complimentary
tools to help with
the FM software
selection &
implementation
process

Our commitment
to work with you to
assess & secure
  
you’re looking to
achieve

QFM Software technologically
innovative, intuitive,
comprehensive &
quick to mobilise

Our positive
engagement
which delivers
results for your
organisation

How we can help you...
...obtain a complimentary copy
of the FM software selection &
implementation guides or arrange
a QFM Software demonstration
with a product expert by emailing
info@swg.com or calling
020 8877 4080

www.swg.com

info@swg.com

+44(0)20 8877 4080

FACILITIES SHOW

FACILITIES SHOW 2015
LONDON DRAWS THE CROWD

As the curtain closes on another fantastic edition of the Facilities Show at London’s ExCeL, FMJ
looks back on three days of inspiration, insight and innovation. Oh and some networking too

T

he 2015 edition was the 17th of the Facilities Show, and the second at its
new home in the capital. Over ten thousand visitors and 300 exhibitors
S   6/Q (      
Part of the Protecting and Management Series, the Facilities Show was
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INNOVATION AWARDS 2015
The third prong of the 2015 motto was innovation. This saw the launch of the first ever
Innovation Awards at the Show. Almost a third of all the FM exhibitors put their names
forward to be on the 2015 Innovation Trail, where the most innovative products, practices
and services were shown off to visitors and competitors.
Marked by golden balloons FMJ visited all the stands on the Innovation Trail and picked
three winners for the Innovation Awards. The trophy’s were handed out at the Exhibitor’s
Party on the Evening of Wednesday 17th and the winners were:

Most Innovative Product
Most Innovative Service
Most Innovative Technology
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FMJ DEBATE
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that FMJ had a direct hand in, we once again
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ESG
Cyc-lok
FSI

Rachel Sargent is sales director for Built
Environment Services at ESG and she had
this to say:“This award recognises our
commitment to a consultative approach
to innovation, which enables us to provide
clients with a complete environmental
health and safety compliance solution.
“We work with our clients every day to
ensure that we are offering them leading
consultancy, expertise and technology,
particularly in our digital offering, which
has had a £1m investment in the past year
alone.
“As well as our digital innovations,
the judges were also impressed with
the products and services we were
demonstrating on stand - such as our
new Protex! electrolysis water treatment
system and Cobra Cyclonic Segregation
System.All in all, we had a fantastic time
at the Facilities Show 2015, meeting lots
of great new contacts and catching up with
current clients.”
Sally Wotton from FSI commented:
“FSI is very pleased to have won the FMJ
Innovation Award at the Facilities Show
in recognition of our Live View solution.
Live View provides a graphical view
of performance data across an estate,
highlighting where attention and action is
required.”
Finally Stephen Murphy, MD Cyc-Lok
commented, “We wanted to be on the innovation trail to really draw attention to the
newness and uniqueness of our product which we were
showing for the first time in the UK. It is therefore very
pleasing to win the
award, in particular
under the category
Most Innovative
Service” Other
award winners were
Soluclean for Best
Shell Scheme and
Tom Tom for Best
Space Only Stand.
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Other exciting events returning or launched
at the 2015 Show included:
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WORKPLACE INTERIORS ZONE
MEET THE BUYER PROGRAMME
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ICONIC LONDON BUILDINGS

DE ICE BAR AND NETWORKING ZONE
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From Single to Multi-user
CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce, whatever the size,
with our always connected solutions
Concept Evolution CAFM & FSI GO Workforce Mobility from FSI

Let us help change your world.
+44 (0)1708 251900
info@fsifm.com www.fsifm.com

FEATURE

FIRST FMS

Facilities Management is almost always referred to as a young
profession, occasionally even as a new profession. Though rising
quickly, public awareness of what the job involves remains
relatively low. But as every FM knows, the work they do needed
doing, even if the job title was yet to be invented. FMJ delves back
into the murk and gloom of history to see that the people keeping
facilities running get the credit they deserve

T

he buildings of the past might not
have had HVAC systems or CAFM
equipment, there might not have been
miles of red tape and legislation to
navigate and no tendering processes to
trudge through, but that doesn’t mean
that buildings ran themselves. Security,
cleaning, catering, these services are as
old as civilisation itself. Earlier even.
Someone had to clean up the Coliseum
    %'$   $) 
sure that random strangers couldn’t just
stroll into the monarch’s bedchamber.
Someone had to make sure that America’s
founding fathers were well fed whilst they
were dreaming of freedom and equality
(provided you were white. And male. And
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rich. Naturally).
On occasion there was even someone in
charge of all these activities, co-ordinating
everything. Over the centuries and in
      &   $ 
names, and been responsible for various
  !       
who can lay claim to being the ancestors of
the modern FM.

ANCIENT WORLD
A great many people expend a great deal
      
“frontline” service providers work in,
campaigning for them to receive a living
wage. You shudder to think what these

people would do when presented with the
working (and indeed living) conditions of
the Ancient workforce.
For wealthy Romans, Greeks and the
like, all the activities required to keep
businesses, governments, the civil service
and large households (which were
 &      $ &   
carried out either by slaves or, in rarer cases,
former slaves.
Perhaps the most fascinating example
is the Flavian Amphitheatre, better known
today as the Coliseum. I opened this article
by saying that historical buildings had no
technology to maintain, and I may have
spoken too soon. The stadium contained
rudimentary hydraulics, elevators and

FMJ.CO.UK

FIRST FMS

pulley systems to raise animals and
$  K 
   K
&  =  ) 
mock naval battles to be staged. Then there
were the vast networks of underground
tunnels, holding areas for beasts and men
(who required feeding and guarding) and
elaborate sets were frequently used to
provide a backdrop to the performances.
The games at the Coliseum were never
thrown by the state, and were instead
     &  & 
currying favour with the mob. There was
    $  &  !
each successive host was responsible for
the cleaning, catering, security and safety
procedures. If you believe some reports
even lighting and heating practices.
Though the actual labour was carried
out by slaves, there are several reports of
organisers appointing men to oversee the
entire operation. Though these men were
frequently slaves themselves, it would be
cruel to suggest that they weren’t early FMs.

MEDIEVAL
The places that we know most about (and
that required the most management) in the
middle ages, were likely royal courts, castles
and the military.
As with the modern military there are
countless instances of soldiers and sailors
    !   
    !   
profession existed in the “civilian” world.
Managing stores, requisitions, guarding,
doling out supplies, maintenance of
equipment, all were routine tasks.
Across Europe, palaces, castles,
cathedrals and other
important buildings were
of course managed

FEATURE

by virtual professionals. These men went
by a variety of names across the continent.
Majordomos (from major = most important
person/domo = in the house), castellans,
chamberlains, mayors of the Palace and
stewards were found wherever there were
aristocrats rich enough to employ them.
The entire management of the household
or business was these men’s responsibility.
They would oversee the throwing of feasts,
palace security, the throwing of balls and
tournaments, transport to and from the
location, they were, in short FMs.
At least in the beginning. In Medieval
France the early Kings eventually reached
the point where they were incapable of
doing anything at all without the help of the
Mayor of the Palace. The infamous Charles
Martell, who halted the Muslim invasion of
Europe through Spain, was never King of
France, but Mayor of the Palace. He and his
grandson Charlemagne (who was King) were
very much the descendants of FMs.
"      &   
were developed at Royal Courts across
the continent. Many of which exist (in a
ceremonial manner) to this day in Britain.
The Justiciar, High Steward, Lord of the
Wardrobe and others could all be said to
&     $ 
aspects. Though any manager who moans
about their job would do to remember
that one member of Henry VIII’s court,
“The Groom of the Stool,” was genuinely
responsible for ensuring the cleanliness of
the Royal backside.

EARLY MODERN
From the near noble, even quasi royal
heights of the Medieval era, the standing of
those managing households and running
 )       

Though these men
were frequently slaves
themselves, it would be cruel
to suggest that they
weren’t early FMs.”
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Social upheavals throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries then laid the way for
the modern career to become a genuine option
for many people.”
modern era.
As the aristocracy settled into a life of
comfortable eccentricity the running
       %
Though occasionally looked down on
by modern eyes as merely the “head
servant” these men actually oversaw
every aspect of the operation that kept
a household running smoothly. Things
would fall apart almost instantly without
the butler. Think what would happen to
Prince George and Baldrick if Blackadder
went awol.
This was also the period when
companies in the sense we understand
them began to burst into life, when trade
routes truly linked the entire world.
'     &    
founding of numerous bodies like the
Royal Society and the British Academy. It
was, in short, the time when the modern
business world started to emerge.
Though money lenders, and even the
concept of shareholders had existed
for centuries, seventeenth century
Amsterdam saw formal establishment
of what we would recognise as banks
and stock markets. Most of the job
descriptions (if not the job titles) we use
today were formed during this period.
As every FM is well aware, companies
can only exist and operate as long as
there is someone behind the scenes
making sure that everything is ticking
over, allowing the rest of the workforce to
meet their potential.
 $      
of the Amsterdam Stock Exchange,
London followed suit and institutions like
Lloyd’s of London, Coutts and the London
Gazette came into the world.
B #    
Capital popular with sailors. Edward
B     $  
shipping forecasts before realising the
money he could make insuring merchants
against the perils of the ocean. (It is not
something that the company advertises
now, as their fortune was therefore based
on insuring slave traders against the loss
of their “merchandise”).
As the business grew the company
moved to far more prestigious premises
B$ ' %B)  K 
businesses the world over Lloyd found
$   !7>!
!<7 ¢8 !   !
facilities manager.
According to Lloyd’s of London’s own
24
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report of its history the interiors of this
building was “a large room with sanded
K!!    
   %B # $ 
      !  
sherbet, a fruit punch, and saw that the
regulars had pens, ink and paper.
“Lloyd by now hosted regular candle
auctions, a pulse-racing business where
bidding on ships’ cargoes began when a
stub of candle was lit; the successful bid
was the last before the candle guttered.
B 
 4 )  #
and ‘53 hogshead of extraordinary neat
Red French wines’.”
Similar stories can be found for virtually
&    <$!  
famous names served as rudimentary
facilities managers.

MODERN
Social upheavals throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries
then laid the way for the modern career
to become a genuine option for many
people. The invention of the train, then
  !     
increased travel and therefore a large part
of the hospitality industry.
4  $   
opened in Newcastle in 1849, starting
a trend that continues to this day.
+  K  !  $ 
line and mass production (traditionally
attributed to Henry Ford) saw factories
become commonplace. Hospitals,
&    $& $
being relative novelties to parts of
everyday life. Of course every single
one of these things needed someone to
manage the facilities.
Obviously there was at this stage no title
of “FM,” nor in fact a person who directly
corresponded to what we would now
think of as a facilities manager.
7 !  !   !  !
        !
      %
The twentieth century saw these
amalgamate and men and women,
)$   
administrators,” were responsible for a lot
of the things that would now fall under an
FM remit.
Finally in the 1970s the infamous
George Graves’ Houston based gatherings
led to the foundation of the IFMA and a
global industry of facilities managers.
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or this feature we simply asked some
of the market leaders to provide their
answer to the above question. So without
further ado:

SERVICE WORKS
The rise of smart technology means that
    )    
 $ %4      !
  66& *  !
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and some companies, such as Virgin, have
    )   
)%  <#
 ! & 6
   &  K  )
through a number of initiatives, including
)$$ ! $   & !
and integrated technology, to encourage
      
& !
and a potential reduction in real estate
%

The rapid development of smart
technology, and the proliferation of mobile
devices, means that, while not all businesses
are ready to consider completely doing away
    ! )
    =  ) %4  
  $  ) !   
 )! ) 
 
&   ):7! 
  $$ )  ) 
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       %
4      )
 && !     )
K    
own requirements as well as those of the
  %
" #$ !    
    ) !$ 
K  ) !  6
& ) &$ !
 )   $ 
  $  %' & )
D  &   
support future demand through the latest
web and mobile enhancements to its
K  !   ) 
$ $  %7  

CAFM

$& $    
are enabling new functionality to evolve inline with current user needs, and to respond
to future facilities and built environment
 =  $ %
Key emerging technology trends to
support future FM strategy include self &    $   %
Our recent survey of facilities managers, for
 #  '! $ 
that more than a quarter of respondents
       
 6 &      
$    
     %  
$    !*  
 ) !  ) 
$   %   
)        
$$   ! &    )
K    $  ! )
 !$ K  $ %
The growth of consumer portable
devices, from tablets to smartphones, is
      < 
 & <     
to grow along with the rise in mobile FM
 %"  D& & !
almost half of employees reported that they
       & )
and 55 per cent of senior directors now rely
on smartphones to manage their day-to )%  & $)  
     !
     )  
$ $  &    
)    
assigned to resources based
) 
 
  )
provide users with
an intuitive single
  
 $ *
  $ )
$ $ 
and reduce
operational
%
7   
is being embraced
by FMs, allowing
web-based, portal-driven
 7 !  
universal system accessibility, and providing
a highly scalable solution that can grow
    %" !7
providers are continuing to develop their
   6$!  
functionality for facilities, and space
$ $ %
          
moving to a complete mobile solution, there
are still issues that prevent businesses from
$) %)$ $ 

While there are clear
!        
   !    
   !      
businesses from making
the transition.”
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and security continue to be concerns for
   $& 7 
for some the increasing pace of changing
technology presents a challenge in terms
of understanding and integrating each new
& & $  $ 
      )%
  $       $
       
 )       
6 $ ! &  ) %
   $) & $ 
in the future, shaping and supporting
the changes that will have dramatic
$  )  )%
However, change will not only be guided
by technology but by the human need for
&     %

ANDERS + KERN
4     #£6!
    $ )
%4       
reliability and speed of internet connections
  $ ) $  
 K  % *   =  
 $    $  )
$ $    & 
   #%   $ & 6
conferencing and screen-sharing services
 $   $  %
However, to counter balance this, there
  ) 
 =      %4
 
*     6
6   ) !   
of the industry where employees need to
  %
Even those employees that are considered
$ #)     
  
the corporate base to meet colleagues and
clients in person – or use additional physical
     #&  $ #
 %
7 
 K    
   % $ 
  $     
  )! 
6
) 
   &  
$ %
'    !7    #
increase the mobility and allow employees
)$!      
services from the smartphone, tablet and
 %4    $  
  $   $ %
Meeting room spaces can also be
 &  $     
$)   >&)
$      $ 
$%4       
    &  $%
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Mobile solutions are enabling increasingly
 )%<    
truly complete mobile solution, and could
        );
: <  !      !
'"   %
Mobile technology is advancing at an
     %/  
  & $ $   %
: &     :7
   ) !
restricted functionality, to create a mobile
&   &  !
     $  & !
and then scaled up for an enhanced laptop
 )    %
4    %
') :7 $ 
&    #)%: &  
   $ $ )  
     ):7! $ 
   &    
$  $    
$%4$    
) $  $ $ 
 &  %4   
)! &     %

MOBILE BENEFITS
The most obvious of these is that the
)   $ $ K  %
: &  !&    
& $   ) $
* $   
  )!   $
 )6   $%  
planning portals are now available in
mobile applications, meaning the central
6      %4 
can be trouble-shooting on site while also
co-ordinating the team, monitoring where
individual members are with their current
*   $  %
Mobile technology is also enhancing
%4)   $ 
engineer sent out to repair a piece of
equipment who is not sure how to solve the
 $%: &     &  
  ) $      
&    %+   
to send a live video feed from the site and his
colleagues can help him with the diagnosis
     )  
   %
     
$&    %7 $  
also able to send in video feeds of faulty
equipment, enabling the FM team to triage
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the problem remotely, ordering the right
)$)    
   &)  %:   
longer need to gather the whole team for
$ &     $ 
people can pop in and out remotely to
contribute where needed, leaving them free
 $ 
& ) 
    & $%

THE SHAPE OF THE FUTURE
Mobile solutions for FM are well advanced:
you can already do most of the things that
         
$  & !    )
$  ! $ /:"$) 
     %< ) 
mobile solutions for individual business
          
is that the best outcomes are achieved
when the client brings us their problem and
&  K     &  
 !  $   
  =   )  %
  $  $  
feasible in terms of the technology now
available, however, the question remains
with whether people are actually able to
     $ & %  
would communities be if they lost their local
   ;7$   
to be productive who are not in line of sight
$ ;      $ 
 $$  )
 $  ;-    
similar issues can be resolved the traditional
  &   %

QUBE GLOBAL SOFTWARE
<   )      
role groups when it comes down to the
   %4 
from those in strategic management and
   $    
by way of systems generated Estate and FM
   %    
can use technology to enable them to
)$ $  !    
  ! %
     & 
people whose role it is to administer the
FM operations which involves dealing with
  =   !)
to be carried out and managing supplier
    %4      
to spend a considerable amount of time
  $ :   
    %-

      & !
these users now have access to their systems at
 $ !     % $ !
contractors and suppliers are increasingly using
portals and apps to interact with FM teams,
there is less of a need for these central FM
 $ $     
 %
4        ) 
itself, be they in house teams or sub-contractors,
  $ ! &  
) %-  !  $  
 & !  :  
  :!   $  &  
   & )$  $$ 
administrators or supervisors, on mobile devices,
phones and tablets, without the need to come
 ) !  )%%
B !)$    &!
     !   $!
dashboards and portals, with live up-to-date
$)  )) !
$  = 'B      
 %4$   & 
  ! !     
    %
"  !)   !  
case of many of our clients are already, truly
$ %4     
to allow supervisors and managers to be
fully mobile and there is no reason why they
  # %'  $ !$ 
  !&  K  
access their systems and data anywhere in
   )    %
 $ K  $    
     ! &   
possible for all groups to be fairly mobile in
  %   & $  
technology will simply enhance their ability to
%
 ! $   
  
$    )! $ 
 ) )    $& 
means that wider users of properties will always
)    $ ) 
     %7   
 K  )!       
&;   %7      
human interaction central to FM services so that
  &  =  ;+!    
want it to!”

The complete facilities management solution.
Reduce costs. Save time. Increase efficiency.
CAFM Explorer is one of the UK’s most widely used facilities management software solutions. Designed to deliver the
functionality you need today and to grow with you as your requirements increase without additional module charges.
A full suite of powerful facilities management applications are all available within the core software::
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Tracking
Cost Control
Help Desk
Planned Maintenance
Reporting Dashboard

•
•
•
•
•

Room Booking
Space Management
Stock Control
Work Orders
Work Planning

Additional web, mobile and engineer functionality is available to complete your solution.

Trusted Worldwide
From sporting venues in the USA to universities in Saudi Arabia, and with over 200 clients in the UK across the
education, healthcare, retail and sporting venues, banking, insurance and service provider sectors, CAFM Explorer
can help you achieve your facilities management objectives, quickly and efficiently.

For more information or a demonstration please call 0870 333 7101,
email cafm@idoxgroup.com or visit www.cafmexplorer.com.
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An increasingly important aspect of a facilities manager’s role is cutting the carbon footprint of their
organisation. There are numerous ways to go about this, from simple changes to lighting and heating, to
switching energy suppliers, to large-scale installations of solar panels or wind turbines. FMJ spoke to two
_!% !   `  Z?!"  {+ ! !    *    
moving towards more sustainable energy solutions

A

nationwide initiative by the Church of
England has prompted churches across
the country to investigate ways of reducing
their carbon footprint. The high proportion
of buildings with listed status means that
improving sustainability can be challenging.
For example, there can be problems associated
with installing traditional generators such as
solar panels on historic buildings. Even attempts
        ,
           1( 
there is nonetheless a strong determination
among the church community to reduce their
reliance on fossil fuels and make positive
changes for the future.
All Saints’ Church is a bustling community church
serving the town of Ascot in Berkshire. The 150 yearold church building is grade II listed and plays host
to a busy weekly schedule of services as well as
baptisms, weddings, funerals, toddler groups, care
home visits and much more. Sourcing a cleaner
energy supply became a top priority for All Saints’
Church as they were keen to reduce their reliance

on fossil fuels and set a positive example to their
congregation and community through usage of
cleaner energy.
When it comes to its energy supply, clergy and
parishioners are understandably conscious about
high levels of consumption, especially given the age
         
requirements. In addition, as with many churches,
the grade II listed status means straightforward
decisions are almost impossible.
Chris Gunton, assistant church warden explained:
“The church was built in the Victorian era with
ornate, gothic-style wall and chancel ceiling
paintings. These paintings were recently restored
to their former glory but to ensure they stay in
good condition a constant temperature has to
be maintained inside the church. In addition, the
      K ! $) 
an iconic landmark in the town but is a further
contributing factor to higher energy consumption.
“We wanted to move to a greener energy supplier,
without paying a premium, so approached an
energy broker for guidance,” continued Chris.

“They advised us that Opus Energy was a reliable
company with a good reputation, and when we
asked for a quote it was the most competitive. Much
of the power supplied by Opus Energy comes from
cleaner, low carbon sources – last year it was 91 per
cent renewable, but without the extra cost.”

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
   $  $    
warden and other environmentally-conscious
members of the congregation, the church has
already started looking beyond the initial steps
of changing to a cleaner energy supplier. Other
avenues being explored in order to reduce their
 
B>  6
     %
The plans for the future do not stop there. All
Saints’ Church’s long-term ambition is to generate
its own energy through investment in renewable
technology, such as solar panels or a wind
  %       
these methods – for example, gaining planning
JULY 2015
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For facilities managers, looking at ways of becoming
more sustainable and generating your own renewable
       ! $=
permission or placing solar panels in
optimum positions upon the roof of
the church – when installed, renewable
generation could result in full self       $$    %
These include the opportunity to raise
revenue which can be ploughed back into
the church and community projects. With
this forward-thinking approach, the church
is not only investing in its future to become
more sustainable, but also stands to make
substantial commercial gains.

EUROPE’S MOST ENVIRONMENTALLYFRIENDLY ZOO
For facilities managers, looking at ways of
becoming more sustainable and generating
your own renewable energy may be simpler
 % $ !  
thousands of small renewables generators
Opus Energy works closely with is Hamerton
Park Zoo in Cambridgeshire. The zoo started
generating its own power in 2011 and since
then it has hit its targets of cutting energy
! $ 6    
  $       %
Before installing the renewable
technology, the zoo found itself in an energy
       
  * )    
up and running. In a similar position to
All Saints’ Church, the zoo sought a way
to cut its costs and reduce its carbon
footprint through renewable energy. The
32
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installation of two small wind turbines at
the site proved to be relatively hassle-free;
there was no tricky listed building status
or planning requirements to negotiate.
Eighteen months later, having seen the
       ! 
decided to install two larger turbines at
the same site. The wind turbines were later
joined by a solar and a biomass boiler to
heat water from waste. These additions
have made Hamerton Zoo Park the most
environmentally-friendly zoo in Europe!
In fact, the two new large turbines alone
are projected to provide all of the electricity
the park needs to operate. They provide the
energy required to heat a huge variety of
animal enclosures, from big cats through
to alpacas, as well as powering a range
of other leisure facilities and attractions
    !   
%4        
produced is sold back to Opus Energy,
$     $
  !  $) %
Andrew Swales, director of Hamerton Zoo
Park, comments on its sustainability focus
and the opportunity to drive additional
revenue for the site: “We’re focused on
providing a sustainable environment for
 !& $! # 
always looking to improve our energy
   % #    $
environmentally-friendly zoo in Europe and
needed to work with a supplier who could
help us meet our latest renewable energy

needs to ensure this status was maintained.
“We heard about Opus Energy through
a recommendation from an installer and
manufacturer. We had experienced poor
customer service from our previous supplier
so were looking for someone with a wealth
of experience in the sector who was able to
provide good, reliable support - and we’ve
not been disappointed!”

RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION FOR
BUSINESSES
As All Saints’ Church looks forward to one
day being able to generate its own green
energy, it will be looking to examples of
businesses like Hamerton Zoo Park, which
have successfully generated their own
     %D  ) 
the zoo are able to sell their excess power
to an energy supplier such as Opus Energy
by setting up a power purchase agreement
(PPA). The team at Opus Energy aim to
make this process as seamless as possible
for generators. For example, they aim to
liaise with all their generators on a monthly
basis to ensure everything is running
smoothly and to send payments for their
electricity.
As Facilities Managers look at ways
of reducing their organisation’s carbon
footprint, choosing a supplier that can
        !  
Energy, is set to become a more regular
occurrence. For those companies looking
to take their commitment to sustainability
even further, generating their own power
via wind turbines, solar panels or anaerobic
digestion is becoming an increasinglyattractive choice given the potential
   $ %
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RISE OF THE

MACHINES?

There are frequent reports in the media about machines taking jobs from humans. In this feature FMJ
looks to see which jobs in the facilities industry could become entirely automated, and counter to this,
those jobs where humans will always be needed

F

MJ likes to brighten people’s day, add
a bit of humour, throw some amusing
facts into the mix, hopefully you know
what we mean. We’re not here to scare
people, or play the doomsayer. At least,
 (  ,
Everyone who doesn’t live under a rock
will have noticed that Hollywood and a
hell of a lot of authors are obsessed with
    !   
    $   & 
with humans. It has been mentioned
 $) 
& %4 !>
 !7 
Four’s latest
drama

Has anyone not seen the person in the
  $)        & 
         
*;   $ !$  #
*    &  
   ¦

GOING TO GO
 $ 

  -&  
found that 47 per cent of
 *  
 !$    
$  %4  $)
surprise no-one:
 <)7 
 '7 

Humans
are all built
around this
concept.
But when you step
away from the Reductio
ad absurdum authors employ
there is a very real trend toward
$  )& *$ $%

 Receptionist
 4   $)  
 Postman
 4&  
 4 
 Journalist
 Data entry associate
 4  $)  

$ ! 
these are particularly relevant to facilities
$ $ !  $    
$     ¦%   
   $  $
         
  *  %
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&   $    ! 
  !     ! 
  ! $ ;
4& !    
4    +& $ H
  *     
   %4!!!*
!!   -/   $

$ %    
      ! 
year.
Presumably this would therefore have
$& $     
haves’ and the have not’s.
4& #   $   
 H& !     
   $  !!
clerks and several thousand people involved
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means that computers will
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   %     be the smartest life forms on
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 ) &      !
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and that any further predictions are merely
 !$     $  
 )%
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A company called momentum machines
$   $   & %
 &  &   $   
K    )     He feels that it is far more likely that the line
between humans and machines will blur to
  %> &   $# &  
 $  %
  ) ) %
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“Instead
*   
REVOLUTION
employment rates.
of worrying about
But there are some
losing our livelihoods
people who point
CRYSTAL BALL
out that these fears
to machines we
and predictions
Also any science
should focus on working
  %"
  
     
there can spend a
together to improve
  ~
   
everyone’s lot.”
 ¨H " 
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 /  !
  <  
!$ 
phenomenon that came to transform
 D #  
the entire world. For thousands of years
  %3 $  
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three million readers annually and uses
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much more became common.
will play out.
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    ) & !
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'$ (# &   
     3      ¨!
       )   
the idea that computers more powerful than
employment of half of our labourers. Only
a human brain will be available for less than
!!       $ !
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Of course there was a massive impact
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up across the country and to countless other
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production. And it was located close to the
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middles classes and health would take entire
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many people claim that people will always
be needed to replace machines. Or to train
$  ! $  
     & $  $¦
   
$
   $ &  $%
In the future humans and machines will
need each other. A massive amount of
co-workers will be machines and a massive
amount of those will be unseen. We won’t
  )  $%4  
    *!  
*   !     
 )!        
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everyone’s lot.
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12 OCTOBER, LONDON

Join us to celebrate the best in FM
Tickets and tables are available for the BIFM Awards ceremony
taking place on 12 October at The Grosvenor House Hotel, London

SPONSORS

The BIFM Awards is a must-attend event for anyone in, or
interested in, facilities management. Attracting over 1,350
professionals, the black tie event is a highlight of the FM calendar.
Alongside acknowledging the best in the FM industry, the event
also encompasses networking, celebration and fun.

THE 2014 CEREMONY SOLD OUT,
SO EARLY BOOKING IS A MUST.
www.bifmawards.org/the-ceremony

awards@bifm.org.uk
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

ANDREWS PREVENTS DATA CENTRE
CLOSURE DUE TO BURST WATER PIPE
When a burst pipe threatened loss of critical
temperature control in the data centre of a
major telecommunications company, Andrews
Chiller Hire were called upon to deliver a
solution that would achieve and maintain
constant air temperature whilst the in-house air
conditioning system was shut down for repair
and test.
Since the water leak was discovered on a
'   !$  
  
a chiller hire company that could support them
immediately, providing a solution to protect the
expensive equipment at the data centre. Should
the air conditioning system have to be shut down,
without any alternative supply of chilled air it
would be extremely costly, with the company facing
millions of pounds per hour in lost revenue, and
       %
  7 3    
   #&    
associated equipment, and there is no such thing
as closed-at-weekends, the company provides
round-the-clock service, 365 days a year. It is this
 &   )      
has enabled Andrews to deliver, promptly, so many
temporary fully engineered solutions.
Data centres with their banks of computer
suites demand a consistent temperature
controlled environment. Heat dissipated from
computers, servers and other associated electronic
equipment is a major contributor to rising room
temperatures hence the requirement for a reliable
air-conditioning system. With any temperature
rise there can be a subsequent increase in room
humidity creating potential from electrostatic
discharge which is detrimental to safe and secure
computer performance. The outcome is potential
total loss of or corruption to data.
The emergency phone call to Andrews Chiller
3 $ '     
just one hour a solution had been formalised with
the customer and the required equipment and
engineering team mobilised.
To meet the high-level air-conditioning demands
of this telecommunications data centre which is
& K  7 3   
a range of duplicated equipment so that it could
be installed on opposite sides of the building to
achieve essential critical temperature control.
On each side of the building engineers installed
a 750kW chiller that delivered chilled water to 5
  !   K 
  K%'    
independent solution Andrews also installed one
550 kVA generator on each side of the building,
connected to a 3,000 litre fuel tank.

 www.andrews-sykes.com
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In many installations air handlers act as
recirculating systems, drawing air from a room,
routing to the chiller and returning the air at a much
lower temperature. For this data centre there were
site restrictions in doorways for ducting therefore
air handlers chosen were tasked with delivering
 $     K  $
750kW chiller.
4&
     
data centre maintenance team to shut down their
system and bleed it without actually closing down
the routine functionality of the datacentre. Only
once all pipework had been tested using ultra

sound technology and any leaks repaired was the
in-house air-con plant returned to full duty.
Andrews Chiller Hire, a specialist division within
the Andrews Sykes Group, holds an impressive
 $ 6  K    
capacities from 6kW to more than 750kW and single
air-handlers capable of delivering up to 600kW.
It operates from more than 25 depots across the
UK, providing 365 days, 24/7 dedicated support.
This level of customer commitment has enabled
Andrews Chiller Hire to respond and deliver many
time critical temporary solutions, prevent business
losses due to faulty in-house air conditioning plant.

 shdinternalsales@andrews-sykes.com

 +44 (0)1902 328725
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SARACEN INTERIORS CELEBRATES
THIRTY YEARS

CHSA SIGNS UP AS A SILVER SPONSOR
OF GOLDEN SERVICE AWARDS

Workplace interiors consultant, Saracen Interiors is celebrating a big
anniversary this year, thirty years on from its inception. The company has
doubled its turnover year-on-year for the past few years aided by the launch
of three service divisions – Saracen Facilities, Saracen Small Works and
' &  $ 6   +  %
The latter opened its doors in Yorkshire last year to accommodate a
growing geographical spread of contracts from existing clients. It has since
       ' #  $ 
of pitch lists with new projects to be announced imminently.
4  $       $     
retail showroom back in 1985 and remained as such until 2000 when it was
  ' #  *$  !  :  
: %      & )  
)    $ ' >    
national full service enterprise it is recognised as today.

The Cleaning & Hygiene Suppliers’ Association (CHSA) has signed up as a
Silver Sponsor of the prestigious Golden Service Awards.
“We’re delighted to be a Silver Sponsor at the Golden Service Awards,” said
Stephen Harrison, chairman of the Cleaning & Hygiene Suppliers’ Association
and managing director of Harrison Wipes.
“Our members supply the contract cleaners and in-house cleaning teams
whose professionalism will be celebrated at the Awards. Sponsoring the event
                 
the way our organisation is driving up standards in
the industry.”
During the past two years the CHSA has driven forward the organisation,
improving and adding value to the service it
provides to members.
“We are increasingly providing our
members with valuable insights and
information and advocating on their
behalf,” continued Stephen. “Our
programme is to include seminars and
promotional activities targeted directly at
buyers of cleaning products in a range of
industry sectors.”
The CHSA has also established and
is driving forward the Manufacturing
+  (   +   +$
Tissue, Plastic Refuse Sacks and Industrial
Cotton Mops.

 www.saraceninteriors.com

 www.chsa.co.uk

SHAPELY RETRO STYLING ENSURES JENNY
STANDS OUT FROM THE CROWD

STOCKS KEPT HIGH AT
TOWER BRIDGE EXHIBITION

   
combines with an
evocation of retro
styling in Jenny, a
wide-ranging collection
of upholstered seating
just introduced by
Knightsbridge Furniture
for the care sector.
Applications include
foyers, lounges and
 )6     #$    
=     & $     
admin areas.
4 (     $  $  
and triple-seat sofas, all in low-back, mid-back and high-back styles.
Complementary upright chairs come in armed and armless formats,
and completing the line-up are smart armed and armless desk chairs on
 $    %
>$ $&       ! 
&     (      $  
distinctive piping which runs round the outer back of each model. The
impact is therefore particularly striking when the seating is presented in two
contrasting shades.
/      :   '    +3'! 
SHS, HSE Ireland and key providers of private and charitable healthcare.

City of London Corporation has recently taken delivery of a pedestrian
controlled PFB500 from Bradshaw Electric Vehicles.
The model is an additional vehicle for City of London Corporation, and is
being used to move stock from a loading bay on the south side of the bridge,
to a couple of locations. One area that stock has to be transported to is across
the bridge, via pavements and up in to the main towers of the bridge in a
 $"     
the road, in the old Victorian
Engine Rooms, which are open
to the public as part of Tower
Bridge Exhibition and where
the shop is located.
A three-wheel vehicle,
Bradshaw’s Pedestrian
Controlled PFB500 has great
maneuverability to tackle
the busy site safely. A key
requirement was for the truck
!    $
go down to where the shop is
located. With a width of just
700mm, a payload of 500kg
and maximum speed of 6.4kph,
it was the perfect solution to
ensure the job is carried out
both quickly and safely.

 www.knightsbridge-furniture.co.uk

 www.bradshawelectricvehicles.co.uk

 enquiries@knightsbridge-furniture.co.uk

 01274 731442

 01780 782621

 enquiries@bradshawelectricvehicles.co.uk
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NEW SAS INTERNATIONAL WEBSITE:
INNOVATION IN THE DIGITAL SPACE
SAS International’s new website
aims to change preconceptions
associated with manufacturer
information available online,
providing highly engaging,
personalised user experience
that can adapt to any mobile
device. The new website acts as
    ~     '   
hundreds of registered users, delivers technical, educational and design-led
content.
Setting the industry benchmark
The interior products manufacturer challenged itself to set the industry
benchmark in the way its highest quality interior solutions are presented to
    
"            '  !
increased technical information materials, CAD and architectural downloads,
interactive content and industry thought leadership insights to answer users’
demand. The mobile-ready website ensures information can be viewed and
shared anywhere at any time.
Live knowledge hub
With the development of SAS International’s systems Information Integration
and Design detailing, the new website serves as a 24-hour online resource
platform that is regularly updated as SAS International continues to innovate
with new products and content.
+(+     !  >   & 
        B'   !   
 www.sasintgroup.com

 +44 (0)118 929 0900

ALPINE WORKS OPENS NEW OFFICES IN EWELL
Leading Surrey-based electrical and mechanical contractor has announced the
         '+ '          
Sutton. Company founder and managing director John Coleman said the move
had been fuelled by Alpine’s rapid expansion over the last 24 months – and
     
           
           
<  ;|<    !        ' 
    &   '       

 
can welcome our clients too.”
Over the last 24 months Alpine’s revenues have grown by 50 per cent to
c. £6.5 million, both as a result of incremental
     &      !
new business.
Coleman concluded: “Our strategy from
here is simple: getting closer to our customers
and closer to new
opportunities,
especially in the
healthcare and
education sectors,
where our experience
  !* 
continue to look
for ways to expand
our footprint, and
develop new trusted
relationships in the
markets we serve.”
 www.alpineworks.co.uk
 mail@alpineworks.co.uk

ADVANCED EMERGENCY LIGHTING
FOR SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY

MOTIVE8 RECEIVES ISO ACCREDITATION FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

A landmark, £11.6
million new building
at the University of
'    
equipped with the
industry leading, Lux
Intelligent emergency
lighting test system
from Advanced.
Lux Intelligent,
ensures all emergency
lighting is compliant
and functioning
with no engineer intervention required, saving money and time while
$ $ %4   $     
and luminaires, keeping installation costs to a minimum.
Lux Intelligent is now available with cloud data storage and live system
fault and compliance monitoring via a smartphone and tablet apps and web
browsers. Users can add any site in their portfolio to the cloud service and
get live system data from site, right down to device level.
4   :$B&   <  !$  
-&  #> D  ' !    $  %
The seven-storey building required a fully addressable emergency lighting
test system and Lux Intelligent system was selected on the basis of quality,
reliability and full compatibility with the identical system in the adjoining
7>B'"<  ! $       &  %

motive8, a market leader in
the design and installation
of residential and corporate
 !    '
has been awarded ISO
;   
"     
highly successful year for the
gym and design installation
company which has seen
 !       
+ )             
say they do, with a quality management system in place to ensure
consistency and improvement, leading to high levels of performance and
customer satisfaction.
motive8’s client management system was assessed against the audit
criteria: the company evaluated the ability of the management system to
meet the applicable statutory, regulatory and contractual requirements while
             "     
           !            
for potential improvement in its management system.
Sarah Cleland-Smith, director at motive8, commented: “From a business
    '+       
      
       7    '         
always looking to improve our standards and ensure quality is maintained in
everything we deliver.”

 www.luxintelligent.com

 www.m8group.co.uk
 info@m8group.co.uk
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CELL PACK SOLUTIONS USES BATTERY
ANALYZERS FOR QUALITY CHECKS
   $             ) 
standards of battery and custom engineered cell packs manufactured by
specialists Cell Pack Solutions Ltd.
   % (  @ &    $  
company enables them to test a wide range of nickel cadmium (NiCd), nickel
metal hydride (NiMH), lithium ion (Li-ion) and lead acid battery chemistries for
both single cells and cell packs.
The Cadex programmable analyzers allow analysis of the battery or cell
pack against a range of preset parameters. The charge and discharge currents
         '    ~
batteries with incorrect voltages. Full load, full capacity testing as well as
battery pass/fail and lifecycle test can be carried out.
These world leading
advanced battery analyzers
provide more accurate
readings and enable higher
battery throughput than
!&    
=    $ 
enables Cell Pack Solutions
to monitor and record
results, which can be
provided to their customers
as part of their quality and
testing report.

 www.cellpacksolutions.co.uk

 0191 496 9999

NEWS FROM HITACHI AIR CONDITIONING
HITACHI’S NEW MULTI SPLITS RANGE
EXPANDED TO MEET CHANGING MARKET
As part of its continuing product
research and development activities,
Hitachi has launched an updated
and expanded MultiZone product
range, which includes both indoor
and outdoor units.
Three new capacity outdoor units
have been added extending the
number of outdoor models to eight,
  **
"  *      
introduced to meet a changing
market where smaller buildings and
                  ! ' 
             * 
(   !         ~  
designs used for both MonoZone and MultiZone installations, simplifying
installer selection, stock control and improved aesthetics where single and
multi combinations are installed within the same building.
"          +H+@C
     '          
          '    
have been reduced by as much as -5dB, while standby power consumption is
down by an impressive 89 per cent in some cases.
 www.hitachiaircon.com

 01628 585 394

 batteries@cellpacksolutions.co.uk

 aircon.uk@hitachi-eu.com

EXPANSION FOR BUSY SHEFFIELD CONTRACT
CLEANING FIRM

MONTHIND CELEBRATES 40TH ANNIVERSARY

Following a
busy period of
recruitment
and business
expansion, Crystal
Clean Service
B %! '   
contract cleaning
company, has
opened its new,
larger premises.
The company,
founded by Hayley
Gillbard has grown
from having a
  $ ¨  6       $
today, with 65 employees and a rapidly growing client list.
D        $& !7    
    !      
  $     $ $  &  
   $ %'     &   $$  
  ! "            
corner, greatly simplifying the move.”
With the move completed, Crystal Clean is now poised to expand even
  !&    &  !  
centres, industrial premises and car dealerships.

4  H&  >#      
$ ! 7 BB:%
While there are lots of celebratory events planned, the company is not
dwelling on the past; it views the anniversary as a springboard to even
  
%: 4    !4 7$  

 7 <
 <>!   ) 
 $  
able to sell the company to Tony Clarke in 2000, boasting a very healthy
turnover of £3.5 million. The company has an interesting history, and as part
of our celebrations
we will certainly be
remembering the
journey Monthind has
) %<   
be no melancholy
 K    
our longevity to be
the underpinning
of our bright future;
something to be
commemorated,
and we have lots of
exciting plans in the
pipeline to do just
that.”
'! &     !  $ $ 
Monthind continue to strive for excellence in everything they do and as
the business goes from strength to strength, history is created, ready to be
celebrated at the next big anniversary.

 www.crystalcleanservice.co.uk

 www.monthindclean.co.uk

 hayley@crystalcleanservice.co.uk

 01144 010 550

 0843 770 3041
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CAM SPECIALIST SUPPORT LAUNCHES
CAM ABSEILING LTD TO DELIVER
DEDICATED ROPE ACCESS
Cleaning and building maintenance expert
CAM Specialist Support has launched
CAM Abseiling Ltd, a brand new company
focused on delivering a comprehensive
   '        
access solutions for building owners and
managing agents.
CAM Abseiling Ltd sits within the CAM
group and is dedicated to carrying out
complex building support services that
involve working at height or working
       '  
window cleaning, general maintenance
and repairs, construction cladding, and
survey and inspection work. CAM Abseiling
also covers interior atria and stairwells where safe access may be an issue.
A consultancy service is available to developers and architects at the design
stage of construction projects, to plan strategies for rope access or other
         !
  
All abseiling work is carried out by CAM’s specialist, fully IRATA trained,
in-house team, which ensures the highest level of safety and supervision
for clients. Tailored site surveys, detailed customised risk assessments and
method statements are provided by IRATA Level 3 Rope Access Team Leaders
who identify and evaluate the safest, most appropriate method of access.
 www.camsupport.co.uk

 +44 (0)203 411 7211

HONEYWELL’S NEW SMART BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
USES VISUALISATION AND SIMPLE, INTUITIVE
INTERFACES TO IMPROVE OPERATIONS AND
BUSINESS OUTCOMES
Honeywell has announced the next generation of smart building technology,
Command and Control Suite, which turns complex facility data into
recommendations and easy-to-implement changes that help boost business
outcomes - lowering costs, minimising risk and reducing downtime.
By combining intelligent automation, advanced analytics and visualisation
     !   &            '
Command and Control Suite links building automation and the enterprise. It
provides a holistic view of a connected building’s video feeds, access control
!   '  & '         
resource applications. Integrating data from these disparate systems could help
security personnel track occupants and make sure they exit the facility in the
event of an evacuation, improving employee safety.
Investing in this type of smart building technology typically pays for itself
                    
savings, according to a recent
report by Jones Lang LaSalle,
!   
  ! 
Command and Control Suite
technologies integrate with
<   ~   
management platform, Enterprise
Buildings Integrator (EBI).
 www.honeywellnow.com

 info@camsupport.co.uk

ISD SOLUTIONS ANNOUNCES SPACE SAVING
STOWAWAY SHELVING TO COMPLEMENT
COLD STORAGE SOLUTIONS
"'' !            6
the-peg modular cold rooms, is launching a high quality shelving solution
to customise space requirements in busy cold room and warehouse
environments. The shelving solution, which can be folded up or down in
seconds, allows retailers, food manufacturers and caterers to make the
most of their valuable cold storage space.
-)   )  $  $& K  

K  !"'#' ' &      
you need it and instantly folded
away when other bulkier items
and palletised goods need to be
accommodated.
The hygienic, easy clean,
Stowaway Shelving system is
manufactured from high grade
stainless steel and supplied preassembled with four lock down
shelves that can be individually set
in a raised or lowered position.
The ISD Stowaway Shelving
is designed to complement the
composite insulated panel systems
commonly used in cold store and
warehouse construction.

Data centres are spending unnecessary amounts on cooled air and producing
four times more cooled air than is needed to limit the impact on data integrity
or loss of functionality according to a leading technical cleaning and data
centre healthcare business, 8 Solutions.
David Hogg, managing director at 8 Solutions, believes that despite rising
   '       ~ ;|(  
IT equipment is added to data centres, the solution to maintain the correct
temperature is usually to increase the cooling by adding further cold supply
air capacity to the environments,” he says.
|%               
too much of the current cold air is being wasted, and, critically, not enough is
being directed to the IT kit.
|*     ~  '       
savings of £48 metre
sq per annum,” David
continues. “A typical
500m sq data centre
can save £24,000 per
annum and show
an improvement
in power usage
    CB
This gives a return
on investment of
  >
months.”

 www.isd-solutions.co.uk

 www.8solutions.com

 01452 520649
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ELECTRICAL MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS
SAVES 60% WITH VENTURE
LED LIGHTING SCHEME

SNG COMMERCIAL LTD EXPANDS ITS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCT RANGE

Venture Lighting have partnered
with Hertz Electrical Distribution
to supply over 250 of its latest
LED technology luminaires to
one of the largest electrical
management specialists in
the UK.
Two warehouses have
been installed with Venture’s
VLED Midibay Elite wide beam
                 > 
 '     !     @ ( @(
programme.
Installed at 9m and 7m heights, the new lighting scheme replaced 270, 400w
<  -    !      '  
         +    
with a white gloss luminaire body, the VLED Midibay Elites are installed with
Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) dimming controls and combined
PIR and Daylight sensors as a part of the company’s sustainable objectives.
The electrical management company specialises in electrical distribution
and automation management as well as carrying out installations of
components for energy management and has a great knowledge of energy
saving technologies. The company was introduced to Venture Lighting by
Hertz Electrical Distribution, a key solution partner to Venture.

Following a successful launch, SNG
Commercial Ltd has added a number of
new products to its Professional range,
which includes the Muvo, Senses and Moss
& Rowe brands.
As well as laundry liquids, fabric
conditioners and dishwasher tablets, the
Professional range has been enhanced by
the following new additions:
• Muvo Professional laundry powder –
   
• Moss & Rowe handwashes and lotions –
available in 400ML bottles
• Muvo Professional handwash – available in 5L bottles
• Muvo Professional trigger sprays, including oven and grill cleaners, antibacterial and multi-purpose sprays
• Muvo Professional dishwasher gels and cleaning tablets
• Muvo Professional degreasers and descalers
 :C 
     '     ~   '
disinfectants and bleaches
Tracey Watson, head of commercial sales for Muvo Professional, said: “Our
professional range is going from strength to strength, with demand meaning
we’ve been able to expand our already varied array of products considerably.
These new additions, which have tested as well as the brand leaders, enhance
  '       
    '  
     '    '       

 www.venturelightingeurope.com

 t.watson@sngltd.co.uk

 01923 692600

 info@venturelighting.co.uk

 0800 098 8065

JCB SMART TOWER SHORTLISTED FOR THE
BRITISH CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY AWARDS

SETON UK WINS ECMOD AWARD

:'' '   
delighted to announce
 (7<'$
Tower has been
  <
Construction Industry
<7" 

innovation.
4 (7<'$4 
774#&  
    
for protecting
construction sites and remote, challenging locations, uniquely combining
   6    6 K     
maneuverability to cope with the changing dynamics of a building site.
4  & 7746 6$ $ )  
incredibly detailed in the quality of the video they capture” says Anthony
 !:'' '  #$  %4 (7<'$4   
stand-alone, requiring no external power source, installed in any location,
no matter how remote or challenging, and can be moved, added to or
reduced in capacity according to the dynamics of a site.
"  (7<'$4 & $ & 
site managers who can remotely view operations and works progress on
       $   :7%
4      <7" H  
the Grosvenor House Hotel, London.
 www.vpspecialists.co.uk

Top players in the UK multi-channel retail sector gathered at the exclusive
Hurlingham Club in London earlier this month for the European Catalogue
ª  7$$  >7 !    
 )!K  $$$        
multichannel retail sector.
Seton UK, a leading manufacturer and distributor of health and safety
and facilities management solutions, is proud to have won the prestigious
Outstanding Customer Service Award against tough competition.
Excellent customer service has always been the corner stone of the Seton
business, giving customers the positive buying experience they expect
   & %     $ ' #
exceptional service and ongoing commitment to customers.
Jane Revell-Higgins, ECMOD Direct Commerce Awards founding director,
outlines why Seton was a cut above the rest:
4 (     '    )  &  %4  
a complete focus
on the customer
throughout all
departments in the
business, and an
extremely engaged
and highly motivated
customer-facing
team working hard
to exceed customer
expectations in
every way.”

 www.seton.co.uk
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OCS HAS RECEIVED A GOLD AWARD IN THE
ROSPA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
AWARDS 2015 FOR ITS WORK AT DEVONPORT
ROYAL DOCKYARD, PLYMOUTH

CLOUD COMMUNICATOR SHARES FUTURE INSIGHT

OCS was
awarded a
multi-service
  
at Devonport
Royal Dockyard,
the largest naval
site in Western
Europe, where
it had provided
specialist
cleaning
     @+             
         >     !
periods, as well as deep cleaning prior to the return of ship’s company to the
vessel. The company delivers a suite of other services in the surface ship and
   !   '  ! ! !  '!   
rescue teams, hot work sentry, dockside and on-board security, and on-board
catering support.
David Rawlins, RoSPA awards manager, said: “Organisations that gain
recognition for their health and safety management systems contribute to
raising standards overall and we congratulate them.”

4   
Technology Open Days
staged by Saville Audio
Visual was held in the
historic venue of One
Great George Street, in
central London on the
19th May.
The well-attended
7 '$ 
Working in a Connected
 # 
the potential of MS
Lync technology and
featured solutions for
interactive collaboration, digital signage, projection and display, plus pro
audio and maintenance services.
Exhibits included the latest technologies from many of the leading
AV and videoconferencing manufacturers, but the main attraction was a
 6 & &   $: B !767>7 ' & 
:&      $ &  <<7$$ 
# %
His presentation gave a unique insight into the development of consumer
     ! $  - 7$$  
           #%
Registration is already open for the next AV Connect technology open day
covering the North of England, on the 6th October in Leeds.

 www.ocs.co.uk

 www.saville-av.com

APPLICATIONS FOR CHSA’S ACCREDITATION
SCHEME ON THE RISE
AS BUYERS SPECIFY
MEMBERSHIP

FILA CLEANING REGIME SPECIFIED
AT BAKER STREET TUBE STATION

Membership applications for the
7 ª3   '  #
 #73'   
Standards Accreditation Scheme for
:    ' )&  & 
new applications were received during
quarter two of 2015.
<
     ) 
driving the increase in applications
by increasingly specifying Scheme
membership in their tenders.
Mike Stubbs, chairman of the
73'#   &  73'#  '  $ 
:    ' )!   & &     
Scheme over the past two years. We are also now actively promoting the
'  $ 
!    $$       
from accredited members. The result is they are increasingly specifying
membership from their tenders; our approach is paying dividends for
members and buyers alike.”
Applicants are only admitted to the Scheme if they pass the challenging
 ! 
   '  $ #    %  $ 
the Scheme members are subject to two audits a year. Failure to meet the
standard will ultimately result in expulsion from the Scheme.
 www.chsa.co.uk

FILA surface care
solutions have
    ! 
for an extensive
cleaning project
at London’s Baker
Street Tube station.
The project, which
was carried out by
Cleshar, included
deep cleaning of
the Tube station’s
~ 7-(
      !   7-(C+7-(@  
   '     !       
service, Baker Street Tube station is a Grade II listed building situated in
:   '  -'     '  !     '
and each year London Underground passenger numbers are approximately
  
Prior to commencement of the cleaning project by Cleshar, FILA provided
onsite technical assistance, including surface patch-testing. FILAPS87 was
    !        ~    
edging ceramic tiles, with FILA Cleaner used for ceramic wall tile areas
throughout the station. Both treatments provide a safe application, without
altering aesthetics. At Baker Street, the FILA combination restored both the
      >        ~    
 filasolutions.com
 filauk@filasolutions.com
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PENCIL BIN GETS TOP OF THE CLASS FOR
RECYCLING

G4S FM ON POLE POSITION
AT THE ISLE OF MAN TT

- !      '        
school environment. The brightly coloured pencil range has been introduced
     '   !    >  
encourage recycling.
Ideal for both indoors and outside, and manufactured in durable
polyethylene for a long and useful life, each pencil bin has a 70 litre plastic liner
inside to assist easy and clean emptying and disposal.
Optional extras include: WRAP compliant recycling label, a lock, steel liner
 !&  
"       

:  +7:            '  
adrenalin-packed fortnight ensuring the smooth-running of the Isle of Man TT,
           '     
The FM team provided security, stewarding, paddock management,
road closure support and cleaning, as part of a three-year contract for the
international motorcycle racing event. G4S FM has had a relationship with the
road race for more than 25 years.
“We have a strong track record within G4S as an expert in providing
essential support for motorsport. Supporting the Isle of Man TT, this most
prestigious motorsports event, is one of our most demanding, and enjoyable,
challenges in the year,” said Stuart McCudden, G4S managing director on the
Isle of Man.
 www.leafieldrecycle.com

 01225 816541

 www.g4sfm.co.uk

 +44 (0)844 387 7744

 comms@leafield-environmental.com

 g4sfm@uk.g4s.com

BENNETT HAY APPOINTS COLLEAGUE SERVICE
MANAGER TO STRENGTHEN BEST PLACE TO
WORK STATUS

CANNON HYGIENE TAKES GOLD
IN PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

< )   & 
  <  3 
appointed existing colleague
7 3 7":   
created role of colleague service
manager.
3 #  &&  
strategic work around employee
wellbeing and engagement and,
ultimately, helping to take care of
 <  3 $ %
3  4   
$)   <  3  $
are our most valuable resource.
As a company we want to do
 &   $) &        # 
and wellbeing. We want to keep them in tiptop condition so they can
 $   %"#$   &    
$   $)    %
Huish began her career with Intel Corporation in logistics before moving
3%'  ) 3 !   <  3 !
at Mitie Catering before being headhunted to deliver consulting work to
<  3 %3 )6$       $ 
her two young children.

Cannon Hygiene UK has been awarded the Gold standard by Investors in
:  "":!      $ $ %
"":          !
and the Gold award is only given to those businesses that are able to meet
  =  $  £  "":* & %
73    $    &   "":  $ 
 &    3     * &  %
Howard Sedgwick, MD of Cannon Hygiene UK who joined in January
! #   
   "":  
in 2001, securing the Gold award acknowledges our commitment to
  &     %4      & $ 
and they have been
fundamental to
developing a distinctive
approach to working
with our customers. This
approach is liked by our
customers and it makes
Cannon Hygiene a great
place for people to work.”
"": 

in 1991 by the UK
Government to ensure
organisations were
getting the best from
their employees.

 www.bennetthay.co.uk

 www.cannonhygiene.com

 info@bennetthay.co.uk

 020 7559 3688

 0871 964 2185
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NEW GENESIS KIOSK DESIGNED FOR
EVERY BUDGET

LIFT DISPLAYS FROM AVIRE CONNECT WITH
WELLCOME COLLECTION VISITORS

Glasdon UK are pleased to introduce the exciting NEW Genesis Kiosk, a stylish
            )    %  
Genesis Kiosks are available in four standard sizes, the price has been kept very
low, allowing you to purchase a Glasdon Building for your particular needs and
keep within even the most conservative budget.
Ideal for use as a sales kiosk, vending booth or a security building, the
attractive Genesis comes as standard in white, or as an optional extra can be
personalised using your own logos, photographs or artwork to create a kiosk
that is unique to you.
The Genesis range of glass reinforced plastic buildings, provide a strong,
versatile and comfortable accommodation solution for employees.
The largest GRP kiosk in the Genesis range is suitable for retail purposes, as
              
 
venues and events.

The Wellcome Trust has chosen LCD displays from Avire for the refurbished
    $ 7 !      & &  
exploring the connections between medicine, life and art in Euston, London.
  $* &   & $ * $& 
&    !  7< ) !    
   $ 4 %      & &  !
   K        !  
   K     $      %
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 $>6&        $ 
Collection, plus 36 R1-043 screens for the landing indicator panels.
4   $ 4 )     6 6   
 $  &           
designed to draw
visitors to the
upper levels. The


be as engaging
as possible to
encourage the
public to explore the
venue, and it was
this consideration
that led to the
Trust opting for the
:$  %

 www.glasdonbuildings.com

 01253 600418

 +44 (0)1628 540100

 pr@avire-global.com

ADVANCED PROTECTION FOR MAGNA CARTA

ESACK GETS STRONGER; NEW PRODUCT ADDED
TO THE RANGE

  $$    $ <!   
 !        $ $
 &   $   K '  $%
The version protected by Advanced is particularly precious being one of
only four surviving original 1215 Magna Carta sealed by King John and is
kept in a special vault at Lincoln Castle.
4       $  6$  & 
  K '  $  :  $  
centre and the former Victorian prison building, which closed in 1878.
 & # 6    >D       $! &  
    &        
Carta vault.
)  B 7  $$   7  
building, it was essential
that the panels and
detectors be as discrete
as possible, particularly
in the prison and the
Magna Carta Vault.
This year marks the
800th anniversary of
the sealing of Magna
Carta and we are happy
that our visitors will
be able see one of the
four original copies
under the protection of
Advanced panels.”
 www.advancedco.com
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 bh@glasdon-uk.co.uk
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Polaris Plastics took to
the road during April
and May to launch its
new eSack Range, which
is revolutionising the
dispensing of refuse
sacks. Customer feedback
continues to be incredibly
positive; they have already
called for an extension to
the range in the form of a
heavier duty refuse sack in
black and clear.
Refuse sacks now
available within the eSack
range are CHSA accredited light, medium and heavy duty as well as pedal and
swing bin liners.
The eSack Range has been designed with both the environment and
     *   !&      
          ' +    ~ 
systems that have dominated the market for the past 30 years a thing of
the past.
The CHSA accredited sacks are non-gusseted and leak proof meaning
      "             !  
   (              ' +  
strong environmental credentials.
 www.polarisplastics.co.uk
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STREBORD FIRE DOOR STILL FIT FOR
PURPOSE A MILLION OPENINGS LATER!

B&M WASTE SERVICES DRIVER’S POSITIVE
SAFETY ACTIONS AVERT DISASTER

7C C            !    
   +         !   %:"H(=(
?>: #  -    C   =   !    
(     !   ' +       
one million cycle test successfully achieving a class 8 performance under the
standard.
Key ironmongery elements used for the cycle test included a Winkhaus AV2
lock. This piece of hardware, which is capable of meeting the requirements of
‘Secured by Design’ excelled when put to the test, clearly demonstrating its life
cycle performance within a Strebord door core.
Not content with achieving the above, the said doorset was then removed
  %:"H(=(          ! 
  %+>           
! $   
continuous operation.
The answer was yes
with the product
maintaining integrity
for a full 48 minutes.
The results clearly
demonstrated the
ability of the Strebord
product to continue to
meet its requirements
 !    
$      

B&M Waste Services’ driver,
Dean Burns, is today being
congratulated for his excellent
health & safety etiquette.
As a member of B&M’s
frontline service team, Dean
has received regular training
and toolbox-talks to ensure he
checks every waste container
   $  "    
there are no members of
the public sleeping in there, which is an issue that B&M’s ‘Refuse not refuge’
campaign aims to reduce. B&M also work closely with Shelter, the housing and
     '         !  
<     !           
container at a major shopping centre on the Wirral this morning. His actions
today saved this man from potential life changing injuries.
Mick Ashall, director at B&M said “I would like to thank Dean for his rapid
response. It is a lesson to all of us in the waste and recycling industry that
people seeking refuge in containers is not just a winter issue. We are using this
example to circulate a reminder to all of our colleagues in the industry.”
For further information on B&M’s campaigns please refer to these
two articles:
http://bagnallandmorris.com/safety/
http://bagnallandmorris.com/
bmwastelaunchesrefusenotrefugecampaignwithdonationtoshelter/

 www.falconpp.co.uk

 www.bagnallandmorris.com

 +44 (0)1932 256580

 sales@falconpp.co.uk

FIRST LONDON BASED CHILLER HIRE DEPOT
B #
commercial
and industrial
businesses are to
  $ 
10,000m2 service
depot opened by
Andrews Chillers
Hire, one of the
-/#' 
Equipment Hire
companies.
The new depot,
  &   ) B      & 
faster access to a specialist chiller hire and not be penalised for a London
location which may until now have meant a longer than normal wait for
emergency response to on-site chiller problems.
The London depot is the latest in Andrews Chillers national network of
more than 25 depots strategically positioned throughout the UK giving a
 H~!         
quickly, evaluate site requirements and arrange urgent delivery of the right
type of chiller.
Andrews Chiller Hire, part of the established Andrews Sykes group,
    &        6  K    
 $)$ $  %
A dedicated service and engineering team operate directly out of the new
London depot, providing a vital increase in support to organisations within
much of the southern home counties.
 www.andrews-sykes.com
 shdinternalsales@andrews-sykes.com

 +44 (0)1902 328725

SPEED MEASUREMENT AND IMAGE CAPTURE
OPTIONS
Truvelo UK are a major
  3$  
approved safety cameras
: 

enforcement purposes.
However they now have a
wide range of lower cost
speed measuring equipment
to cover the requirements
of industry, Community
Speedwatch and Local
Authority clients.
:
 
4 '
&    & '!
hand-held laser and radar
speed guns, radar based
       
 $ +:%
The radar based VAS are lightweight, low-power consumption and
available with amber or three-colour LED output. TruSign can be mains,
battery or solar powered and can store 200,000 speed measurements. Fixed,
portable, and movable mounting options are available.
Several models of speed gun are available including very low speed
options for warehouse or marine applications.
For clients needing to acquire an image of a speeding vehicle then the
2 lane capable VIA-Cam is available with single direction or Simultaneous
<6   %
 www.truvelouk.com

 020 8847 4400

 calvin@truvelouk.com
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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PERFORM WIPING RANGE – DESIGNED TO
SAVE MONEY!

FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS PUT ALTRO
FLOORING & WALL CLADDING ON THE MENU

The newly launched Perform range of wiping products from Northwood
Hygiene Products has been developed following extensive research and
trials that have resulted in gaining new insights into wiper usage.
The key wiper requirements of absorbency, low linting, solvent
resistance, non-abrasion, heat resistance and durability and bulk are not
always all required on every occasion in the four major wiping categories of
mopping, cleaning down equipment, surface preparation and polishing.
The concept of matching wiper to task reduces the expense of either
over-specifying or under-specifying the wiper requirement. Perform’s
meticulous quality control ensures that
each wiper delivers the expected result
every time. So each wiping task uses the
$$ $$ $$ $  %
Even more worrying is the danger of
accidental damage because of wiper
contamination due to buttons or zips.
Perform wipers make all those concerns
go away.
Trial participants were much
impressed with Perform’s performance
when compared with competitor
productsand solutions. Wet and dry
abrasion resistance, low linting and
in particular the speed of absorbency
were all highlighted as being especially
impressive.
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 www.perform-wiping.co.uk

 www.altro.co.uk

 jonathan.hooper@northwood.co.uk

PREMIER LEAGUE
FLOORING FOR
FC UNITED OF
MANCHESTER
FC United of Manchester’s
new £5.5 million, 4,440
capacity stadium, which
              #
&  !    K$    &   
Bostik UK.
' )6 K  ' $ $$ 
 
EVO-STIK Premier league football club should contact Bostik, owner of the
EVO-STIK brand, to see if the company could help in the construction stages
of the new Broadhurst Park stadium by supplying its market leading range
 K %
Bostik supplied enough product to satisfy the contractors needs for the
K    $#$=$  $%4  $ #
local technical representative also worked in partnership with Siteform to
oversee the installation.
' B <) )      
process was the high level of footfall anticipated in the main function room
as well as the club’s urgent need to meet the completion date of the build
process.
' $     $ K 
$
Bostik, including Screedmaster One Coat Membrane, Screedmaster
Universal Primer, Screedmaster Ultimate Smoothing Compound and Bostik
Laybond Pressure Sensitive Adhesive.”
 www.bostik.co.uk

LCC SERVICE DELIVERY DIRECT
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LCC’s Bob Vincent
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 www.lccss.co.uk
 01277 268899
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TRAINING

THE ADAPTATION GAME
Britain’s relatively low productivity levels are increasingly in the spotlight, and once
again attention is focused on skills shortages and education gaps. But for a
fast-changing sector such as FM, argues Jane Bell, there are multiple challenges
in keeping competitive which make the learning and development agenda more
!      ]   

P

rofessor John Van Reenen, head
of the Centre for Economic
Performance at the LSE, recently
received widespread media
attention for his claim that: "By
Thursday lunchtime the other
countries have produced as much
as it takes us to produce by Friday
,    %%   %
"So basically we could take every
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as those other countries and earn the
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PEOPLE
G4S FM APPOINTS NEW FINANCE DIRECTOR
G4S Facilities Management (G4S FM) has
announced the appointment of Tom Feeney as
  "    
&         
   "     3+ #  
 /  #   #     
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Propertyserve announces new regional contracts manager
Facilities management procurement and helpdesk specialist,
Propertyserve UK, has appointed Richard Parkin into the newly created
position of regional contracts manager for the north.
Parkin will be responsible for all operational work in the north of
England and Scotland.
Parkin joins the company with over 10 years’ experience in the FM
industry – covering PFI, construction and general maintenance.
Prior to joining Propertyserve, Parkin worked for SPIE Facilities
Services as a key account manager.

TIME AND COST SAVINGS.
SMALLER FOOTPRINT.
EASIER SYSTEM ACCESS.
LESS DOWNTIME.
REDUCED PROJECT RISK.

VICTAULIC EXPERIENCE CENTRE
Units B1 & B2, SG1 Industrial Park,
Cockerell Close, Gunnels Wood Road
Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SG1 2NB
+44 (0) 1438 310 690
Email: viceuro@victaulic.com

VICTAULIC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF VICTAULIC COMPANY.
© 2015 VICTAULIC COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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ABBATE REPLACES WARD AT MACRO
Debra Ward has stepped
down as managing director
    
than two years in the job.
'  )  
with “a company she has
) ) 
many years.”
Former MD of Mitie
7 ' & ! 
named the 2015 Women
  & $   
$  7 !  
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 &  
Women in FM between
2013 – 2014.
    
   
 !  
$ &  
   % 
=     
engineer who joined
Macro in 2007 as a
   & $ 
manager.
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities Management is known to be a career
Name: Julie Anderson

that people fall into from other sectors. In

Current role:
Facilities Manager

this regular column, FMJ chats to a facilities

Born: Neath, South Wales,
United Kingdom
Lives: Forest Hill, London
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professional about how they got into the sector
and takes a look at their career path. This month
we talk to Julie Anderson from G4S
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Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
JULY 2015
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